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Over the past three years, political, social and economic
movements showed a common a rejection of the current
model of globalization.


Massive dislocation of the revenue flow is threatening jobs



Technology increasingly aims at independence from
manpower (robots)



Large parts of the population have been put into desperate
situations where they no longer have anything to lose
neither do they expect any improvement of their well-being



Post-WWII obsolete structures paralyzed global political
leadership (especially the United Nations)



The inability of international politics to avoid wars and
conflicts created massive migration movements: the paradox
of globalization

Rejecting the current model

Ignoring those cries and accusing “populism”
is inevitably leading to conflict.
People perceive








Lack of impact on their destiny
Increased wealth gap (the 99%)
Corruption in political leadership
Loss of jobs and purchasing power
Generational anxiety
An “out-of-touch” leadership and establishment
Globalization only benefits global companies

Rejecting populism leads to social conflicts

Brexit is the most obvious example of a reaction
against the political establishment












The Oxbridge aristocracy dominating the conservatives has taken a
selfishly motivated political initiative
The Labor Party has later and timidly endorsed Brexit
The European establishment has been threatening the UK
Citizens do not recognize themselves in a corrupt, self-serving and
esoteric group of arrogant leaders who do not care about them
The EU migration issue should have been defused by Brussels (3
million EU citizens in UK, 1 million Polish)
Nobody knew what they were doing and it is still unclear
Both parties will be net losers, but the UK will have regained its
sovereignty

Brexit means recapturing sovereignty

Trump election displays some of the same
characteristics, but also reveals that ignorance gives
a wide field to the media










The Clinton establishment acted with entitlement and run a selfcentered campaign not talking to the electorate. There was no
genuine candor: everything was fabricated and lies were plentiful
The Trump campaign seized the wave of popular perception that
global strategies were ahead of national interests
Nobody knew Trump and believed he could implement his
program, making him accepted as an irresponsible candidate
His attack on the political establishment was a response to a
widening gap between rich and poor
Everything has failed, why not Trump?
Ignorance led to “executive orders” aiming at campaign promises
After 100 days, what has been achieved
What can be expected next: the debt wall and the budget

Trump election: populism and ignorance

French elections could lead to a populist Presidency,
but might become a European disaster








The Socialist President was in for his own glory, and could not care less
about his divided party in front of a non-socialist policy
The Republicans could not get rid of Sarkozy in time to let new but not
credible candidates to emerge
Corruption of politicians was confirmed by Fillon and his family, with his
suits and watches
The result of the first round will crystallize the debate between a national
and European agenda
Only Macron fully supports Europe: most French working class blame
Brussels for everything
It is a new political divide where both the right and the left parties have
been wiped out
How will Macron, if elected, be able to rally a majority?

French elections: anti -EU populism

The absence of global identity makes
globalization an abstract concept












“Global” escapes definitions, authorities, democracy and institutions
It is easy to blame and hide behind globalization
Globalization is an arrangement between national countries
When multilateralism becomes a reality: the European Union is increasingly
rejected by populists
Does global education mean multicultural knowledge or multiple choices
exams that simplify the reality: the return of humanism?
People need identity: global is not one of them for 99% of the population
People need culture: global culture or American culture?
The return to country identity leads to individualism: migration crisis
Global companies can buy governments, populations, regions and natural
resources for themselves
Global is academic

Global is a concept, not a reality

The principle of subsidiarity was the basis of the
European Union: only do at European level what
cannot be achieved locally
The European technocracy makes subsidiarity irrelevant








Europe regulates everything from the content of milk and to the
regulation of systemic banks
The European models proposed in the White Paper on the future of
Europe contains one viable option: do less but do it well
European countries are too diverse to be laminated by granular
standardization
Europe will only be credible if it focuses on what cannot be done
nationally (e.g. security, defense…)
Europe is already multi-speed, for example the Eurozone and
Schengen
Brussels has become a major lobbying center like Washington
Are the European authorities convenient to European nations?

Europe: subsidiarity and focus

Whether through technology or otherwise, the
global world makes corruption easier, more
dangerous and bigger.









Globalization makes the scale of corruption larger and more tempting
Basic corruption is corporates to governments.
Global corruption: Russian and Western elections.
As long as global corporations can buy favors from local governments,
globalization will remain fundamentally corrupt.
People know and see it every day: expropriation, right to pollute, bribes for
procurement….
Corruption is not only a matter of emerging markets, the US is also a corrupt
democracy in the world. It has become a plutocracy.
A Presidential election costs $1 billion per final candidate. The Republicans
managed to have the Supreme Court uncap political contributions (Citizens
United).

Globalization is often associated to large
c o r p o r a t i o n s c o r r u p t i n g l o c a l g o ve r n m e n t s

Transparency is the friend of democracy. It has become a
global challenge.








We are more informed than ever: are we better informed?
Media have become showrooms and compete for spectacular
displays
The publication of corruption is still the most effective way to limit it
The publication of corruption only threatens the candidates of the
establishment, never the extremists: character assassination?
Transparency is essential to judicial and regulatory effectiveness:
they are the only protection against abuse of power
Media should act responsibly and not disseminate “fake news”
Social media have become disseminators of rumors and can be
manipulated easily

Global transparency is critical

We have gone too far:
Internationalization is a better model, more acceptable way to
deal with centrifuge forces











Globalization went too far, particularly culturally and socially
Since it is a concept, it is almost impossible to identify with it
Going back to international relations is more realistic than mega-treaties
It makes nations responsible, and deprives them from the excuse of
globalization
It gives citizens the feeling that there is at least one identity they can relate to
Globalization fuels regional separatism: Brexit could explode the UK
Modular initiatives will be better received than vertical ones
Criminal and security cooperation is rooted in domestic police and army
Global issues need to be handled globally, but not to the sole interest of
global players

Back to internationalization?

A balancing act

